
 

 
 

NEWSLETTER – JULY 2015 
 

Chairman's Report. 

I begin by apologising for the lateness of this issue; it is not the editor’s fault but mine. The delay has been 

due to my expectations that some progress would have been made in securing our tenancy at the Mall, but 
no firm decisions yet. The property management company have been working very hard to secure a 

permanent tenant for the space that would not be occupied by us upstairs but so far all possible takers have 
backed off. So we have to wait.  However the owners and the property management company are keen for 

us to stay and have agreed that we can stay in the ex-Paddington’s box as they call it until our space 
upstairs is habitable for a model railway. 

 

As you are aware I have a tenants lease agreement at the Mall and they still have my deposit of R5,700 so 
while it is in force they have an obligation to provide me, as EMRIG a suitable premises. Fine but now the 

issue of rent and recovery of costs arises. I expect to sit down with the management to agree a monthly 
amount soon. I will attempt to keep this below R500 per month all costs included, also our obligation to 

open the model railway to the public on certain days and times which will probably be as they are at present. 

 
On this note I am very pleased to see the attendance on Wednesdays. Last week there were 6 members and 

their trains and today the 15th there was 4 members, plus many visitors.  Last Wednesday was good as the 
Mall was visited / inspected by the Manager of the Property Company and he had a good look at all the 

activity of the trains and all the people. So well done guys. 
 

It is obvious that the members are all enjoying the layouts in Paddington’s too, I have heard no complaints 

but a couple of suggestions, such as where can we add a branch line, how about an ops session, can we add 
more modules, when are we going to put up the N gauge tracks round the wall.  I wish I could answer with 

good solutions but due to space restrictions not possible.  HOWEVER Ron Poole has returned from his work 
in the USA and he came into the club room this morning, all keen and bushy tailed so he is now planning 

how to resurrect the wall mounted N gauge railway line. 

 
Our future then seems pretty secure so what else can we do as a club.  The layout visits are always popular 

and more are being arranged, we are planning a “workshop and clinic day” which will happen soon. This will 
comprise a question and answer session where anyone, including the public, can ask any question relating to 

the design, planning, building, controls, scenery and operation of a model railway. I will answer what I can 

but others with more specific knowledge of the subject can also contribute. There is an empty shop that has 
many chairs and a table just right for such a session.  To go with this we will apply some TLC to our new 

analogue layout which needs 2 new points, some track laying and wiring plus some tidying up of the 
“furniture”, telephone lines etc. 

 
Our Newsletter editor/publisher Kevin is under pressure at work so needs some assistance in providing 

topics, articles, web links to sites, photos etc for including in our Newsletter, any offers, don’t all rush at once! 

 
My final topic is that of the club finances. Our treasurer has not been well recently and has struggled to keep 

our books up to date so I have now taken over the treasurer’s portfolio. Our members list will be updated as 



will the cash book.  Also as our cash on hand is now over R10,000 in terms of the constitution we now need 

to open a bank account so will do at the FNB Northmead Square this coming Saturday. As this updating 

proceeds I may be contacting some of you to update personal information, chase up unpaid subs and issue 
some of you with membership badges.  If anyone has queries please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 
Regards to all, enjoy your hobby!!   

Colin TT 

 

June Layout Visit. 
 
On Sunday 29th June, the members of Emrig were invited by Ron Gill into his home to see his N Scale 
American themed layout. Ron is the current Chairman of SAG (Saturday Afternoon Group). The members 

were again treated to a wonderful layout that was fully operational and highly detailed. 
 

Ron started building his layout approximately 10 years ago after being advised by a friend to try out the 

combination of N Scale Kato locomotives and Digitrax Control systems. The rest is history. His chosen Road 
name is the BNSF simply due to the fact that the first diesel locomotives he bought were coloured for the 

BNSF. He has not chosen any particular location so calls his layout “Somewhere in America “. 

 

 

The track is shaped as a compressed dog bone comprising a single line that for most of its length runs next 
to the opposite line. One impressive visual affect that this offers is that two trains that are in fact travelling in 

the same direction on the same track seem to be heading in opposite directions when they meet in the 
middle of the layout. There are also two reverse loops which can be used to turn trains around. 

 
The layout is full of interesting scenes as shown on the previous page which are well constructed and offer 



something different and unique for visitors to view. One of these is a sports complex comprising four tennis 

courts, an Olympic size swimming pool and one hole and partial fairway of a golf course, that if one uses 

their imagination, stretches far beyond the limits of Ron layout. 
 

On a separate peninsula, Ron is in the process of building a stub end passenger station with a large station 
Terminal building connected to the platforms. The scenery on this section is incomplete but if one takes into 

account the amazing detail on the rest of the layout, this scene will also end up looking spectacular. 

 
Positioned at the one end of the layout, is a busy Container Yard, Freight Terminal and a Coal Mine. As trains 

travel along the layout, they pass small towns and industries before making their way back to the yard on 
the main part of the layout. 

 

Ron mentioned that he loves to work with Polystyrene when building his layout as he can shape and carve it 
with a hot blade. He has also enjoyed experimenting with different modelling techniques and materials and 

was keen to show the members of the club these little tricks. 
 

 

After a busy tour of the layout, we were offered a wonderful lunch comprising a very tasty soup made by 
Ron's wife complete with rolls, as well as a choice of juices, tea and coffee. 

 

From all at Emrig, a big thank you goes out to Ron for allowing us into his home to share his hobby for a 
short while and to Ron's wife for the warm hospitality offered on the day. 

 

Club Diary. 
 
Colin has been extremely busy in the past few weeks setting up dates for further layout visit's and activities 
that the members can partake in. These will be included in the next newsletter and will surely keep us busy 

every month until the end of the year. 
 

Dates to diarise. 

  
August 29th – Emrig Swap Meet at Northmead Mall. 

August 30th – Layout visit to Professor Helgard Meyer to see his “SAR Museum” style model railway. 
Dec 12th – Emrig Swap Meet at Northmead Mall. 

  



 

Club Classifieds. 
 
 
FOR SALE: -      Collection of English OO Locomotives and Rolling stock. 
 
 

Qty. Item.         Price. 
 

1 Bachmann 37-400. 16 ton slope side steel tippler wagon Grey.  R120 
1 Bachmann 37-057. 5 plank wagon wooden floor. J&R stone.  R120 

1 Bachmann 37-550. 46 ton POA box mineral wagon “tiger”  R120 

1 Bachmann 37-551. 46 ton POA box mineral wagon “yeoman”  R120 
2 Bachmann 37-576. 45 ton TTA Tank wagon “Esso” Grey   R120 

1 Bachmann 37-552. 46 ton PNA box mineral wagon “arc”   R120 
1 Bachmann 33-577. 46 ton g/w Covered hopper Wagon CEA 

 “ews”. Weathered.       R140 

1 Bachmann 37-727. 12 ton Ventilated van GWR Grey   R120 
1 Bachmann 33-505A. 20 ton TOAD brake van BR Grey   R130 

1 Bachmann 37-150K. 8 Plank fixed end wagon “Metropolitan 
 RC & W Co”.       (Bachmann collector’s item).    R140 

1           Bachmann 33-854A. 30 ton bogie Bolster wagon BR S&T Gulf Red. R195 

1 Bachmann  45 ton bogie Well wagon GWR Dark grey.   R195 
1 Bachmann 32-108A. Class 08 Diesel shunter. DCC Equipped  R1000 

1 Bachmann 32-076DC Class 56XX #6671 BR Lined Green DCC  R1000 
1 Bachmann 32-031Class 20 Diesel 20052 BR Blue. Model is fitted 

 with sound, purchased from South West Digital UK. The chip was 
 developed for them by ESU-LOK Sound.     R2000 

Product total price;        R5640 

 
All the items offered are boxed in their original packing. The Loco’s are all supplied with relevant individual 

Data sheets/manuals and CV addresses “configs”. 
All prices are nett and not negotiable. 

Cash or EFT, only COD. 

 
Those interested, please contact Richard Minter on 0827023599 or Colin TT on 0828280665 

 
Contact details:- 

 
Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665 

Secretary – Peter Fish – pfish@absamail.co.za 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain – glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Editor – Kevin Chamberlain – kevin.ebotse@gmail.com 
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